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Abstract: Air pollution remains a problem in German cities. In particular, the nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
annual limit-value set by the European Union of 40 µg/m3 was not met at ~40% of roadside monitoring
stations across German cities in 2018. In response to this issue, many cities are experimenting with
various traffic-reducing measures targeting diesel passenger vehicles so as to reduce emissions of
NO2 and improve air quality. Identifying the determinants of public acceptance for these measures
using a systematic approach can help inform policy-makers in other German cities. Survey data
generated from a questionnaire in Potsdam, Germany, were used in predictive models to quantify
support for investments in traffic-reducing measures generally and to quantify support for a specific
traffic-reducing measure implemented in Potsdam in 2017. This exploratory analysis found that
general support for investments in such measures was most strongly predicted by environmental and
air pollution perception variables, whereas specific support for the actual traffic measure was most
strongly predicted by mobility habits and preferences. With such measures becoming more common
in German cities and across Europe, these results exemplify the complexity of factors influencing
public acceptance of traffic-reducing policies, highlight the contrasting roles environmental beliefs
and mobility habits play in determining support for such measures, and emphasize the connections
between mobility, air pollution, and human health.
Keywords: public acceptance; transport policy; air quality; urban; transdisciplinary

1. Introduction
Despite improvements in air quality over the past several decades, European cities continue to
grapple with the issue of air pollution. Recent lawsuits filed by the European Commission against
France, the United Kingdom, Hungary, Italy, Romania, and Germany for infringement of European air
quality law attest to the need for further action on this front [1]. In Germany, due to high concentrations
of nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) exceeding the EU limit-value of 40 µg/m3 on heavily-trafficked streets
in many cities, traffic-reducing measures are being put in place across the country. Following a
2018 ruling by the second-highest German court [2], bans on diesel vehicles are now a legal option
aimed at rapidly improving air quality on polluted streets. Such coercive ‘push’ measures are being
implemented in many cities, including Düsseldorf, Stuttgart, Hamburg, and Berlin. In 2017 in Potsdam,
Germany, a similar trial measure was implemented to improve air quality on a main through street
(Zeppelinstrasse), where the NO2 limit-value was exceeded for 10 years prior. It was less stringent,
however, in that it combined several ‘push’ and ‘pull’ measures to both reduce car traffic and encourage
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greater use of public transport and cycling on the street. Following a 6-month trial, the measure was
implemented permanently on the street due to a measured decrease in NO2 concentrations from an
annual average of 43 µg/m3 in 2016 to 34 µg/m3 in 2017 [3]. The work presented here was carried out
in the context of this measure (henceforth referred to as the Potsdam traffic measure).
Alongside the implementation of policies to improve urban air quality across Europe, a discussion
regarding sustainable urban mobility has begun to pick up pace at the local, national, and regional
level. In 2009, the European Commission presented its action plan on urban mobility that encouraged
the uptake of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans [4]. Since then, there has been considerable research
and investment in the development of such plans, though there are still large variations in uptake
across Europe [5]. While much research has focused on planning, accessibility, and scenario making,
less has elucidated the questions of how to prioritize actions, involve stakeholders, and implement
new people-oriented, place-based approaches [6]. Going forward, developing tools used in ex-ante
methodologies to help cities identify a priori which measures to prioritize locally to achieve their
sustainability goals [7], as well as more concretely understanding citizens’ environmental and mobility
behaviors and attitudes [8,9], can greatly assist cities in transitioning towards sustainable mobility.
1.1. Acceptability of Environmental Transport Policies
A substantial amount of research has been devoted to understanding factors that influence
individuals’ acceptability of environmental transport policies, predominantly because public acceptance
is a central factor in politicians’ decision making on whether to implement a certain policy or not.
Such research, however, has focused mainly on the implementation of congestion charging [10–13],
environmental and transport taxes [14–16], and road pricing [17–19]. This is likely due to their
relative popularity among decision makers as measures for incentivizing reduced car use while
generating public funds that can be made available for public transport and alternative transportation
infrastructure. Though fewer in number, there are other studies that assess acceptability of various
travel demand management (TDM) measures, including both “push” and “pull” measures [20–22].
However, a large portion of these studies were conducted in Scandinavia or the Netherlands, with a few
conducted in the United Kingdom. Though there are comprehensive studies examining sustainable
transport policy in Germany [23,24] and studies assessing determinants of travel mode choice [25]
as well as the impact of road pricing [26], it appears that studies investigating the acceptability
of such policies in Germany are lacking in the literature. As such, with the expected increase in
stringent environmental transport policies across German cities to improve air quality, assessing their
acceptability by the public, as well as factors influencing this acceptability, will provide valuable
information for decision-makers involved in implementing such measures.
1.2. Factors Influencing Acceptability of Environmental Transport Policies
In general, there are a few main factors that have been found to influence an individuals’
acceptability of environmental transport policies. (1) Personal norm, often underlined by environmental
beliefs or biospheric values, appears to be one common predictor of acceptability of car use reduction
policies, particularly following the value-belief-norm (VBN) theory [27]. A person’s moral obligation,
and hence their willingness, to reduce their car use seems to be driven by an awareness that their
actions cause harm to the environment [10,12,20,28].
(2) Another important predictor is the individuals’ perceived effectiveness of the measures
being implemented. Kallbekken et al. [14] assessed three different transport taxes and found
perceived effectiveness of the taxes in delivering the promised environmental quality and reduced
traffic congestion to be a key determinant of their acceptability. This result has also been found
elsewhere [17,29,30].
(3) A third factor is influence on personal freedom of choice [31]. Measures perceived to
constrict an individuals’ perceived freedom of travel, such as fuel taxes, are considered unfair and
unacceptable, whereas measures that increase perceived freedom of travel, such as cheaper public
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transport, are evaluated as fair and acceptable [20]. In addition, consumers generally show higher
acceptance for measures related to purchase decisions than for measures related to usage behavior [32].
This is because the purchase decision is a one-time decision (e.g., the purchase of an alternatively
fueled vehicle), while the change of habitual behavior is more difficult. Measures that target daily
usage behavior can be perceived as an intervention in personal lifestyle choices and, thus, a constraint
to the individual’s personal freedom.
Somewhat separate from these three main factors commonly found to be associated with
acceptability of traffic-reducing measures, there are some notable further findings.
First,
Börjesson et al. [33] found that when assessing changes in acceptance of a congestion charge before and
after its implementation, initial status quo bias (a general fear of the unknown and natural resistance
in the face of substantial change) was the dominant reason for the measured increase in acceptance.
Even after controlling for all determinants in their model, a substantial portion of the change in
attitudes towards the charges could not be accounted for. Instead, the authors concluded, the change in
acceptance that was seen across all groups (car-drivers, environmentalists, public transport users, etc.)
was a general phenomenon; the measure was resisted just because it was a change and was accepted
more thereafter simply because it was in place [33].
Second, problem awareness is important in determining acceptability of measures. Respondents
who are aware that car use is an environmental problem show more acceptability for traffic-reducing
measures, as long as alternative travel options are increased [20]. In a later study, the same connection
between problem awareness and acceptability was identified, concluding that increasing problem
awareness may increase acceptability of various traffic measures [21]. A more recent study found not
only that problem awareness was related to a stronger sense of responsibility to reduce harmful actions,
and hence a greater acceptability of traffic-reducing measures, but that environmental concern was the
strongest predictor of problem awareness [28]. Here, too, the VBN theory plays an important role,
with different values influencing an individual’s perception of environmental problems. People with
egoistic value orientations will assess their environmentally-oriented behaviors based on perceived
costs and benefits to them personally, whereas those with biospheric value orientations will consider
the costs and benefits to the biosphere as a whole [34]. As such, endorsement of egoistic values has
been found to reduce acceptability of traffic-reducing measures, whereas biospheric values tend to
increase it [28,35].
1.3. The Present Study
An avenue of research with less focus in the literature is that of comparing predictors of hypothetical
support for traffic-reducing measures with predictors of support for an actual traffic-reducing measure.
Many of the aforementioned studies focus on either a set of hypothetical measures or an actual measure,
but do not incorporate both. It may very well be the case that people draw upon different beliefs and
values when determining their support for investments in hypothetical traffic measures as opposed to
when they are directly impacted by such a measure. As such, this exploratory analysis attempts to
elucidate on that point. Though not designed to assess any particular behavioral theory (e.g., VBN
theory), it seeks to determine predictors of support for hypothetical investments in traffic-reducing
measures as well as predictors of support for the Potsdam traffic measure, implemented in 2017.
Moreover, it assesses the varying influences of environmental beliefs and mobility habits and preferences
on support. The working hypothesis follows that individuals draw upon differing beliefs and values
when assessing the hypothetical need for investments in traffic measures versus a measure that impacts
them directly.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Context
This study was conducted in coordination with the implementation of the Potsdam traffic measure
that sought to limit individual vehicular traffic so as to improve air quality. From July to December of
2017, the city implemented a series of infrastructure changes on the heavily-trafficked southwestern
principal access route (Zeppelinstrasse) intending to constrict traffic volume and encourage car
commuters to switch to public transit or bicycle. These included: (i) reducing the street from four to
two lanes for two-way traffic, with some sections including a third lane for turn-offs; (ii) allocating the
additional space for a right-turn lane, a dedicated bike lane, and as a bus lane at varying points along a
stretch of several kilometers; (iii) increasing the frequency of bus service along the street from four to
six trips per hour; (iv) constructing pedestrian ‘islands’ to improve safety of pedestrian crossings; and
(v) providing more park and ride infrastructure in connection with Potsdam’s tram network. As the
Zeppelinstrasse is one of three main entry points to Potsdam, residents as well as commuters from the
surrounding region of Brandenburg were affected by these modifications.
2.2. Study Design and Data Collection
Prior to the implementation of the trial measure, we conducted an online survey seeking to assess
varying aspects of public perceptions of the traffic measure, air quality, and climate change, as well
as individuals’ mobility habits (see Figure 1). The questionnaire was developed in collaboration
with the traffic development, city planning, and civic participation departments of the Potsdam
city council and was further supported by their mobility campaign “Besser Mobil. Besser Leben.”
(English: “Better Mobility. Better Living.”). Furthermore, the design was informed by previous survey
research conducted by the Potsdam city council [36], the German Environment Ministry [37], and the
European Commission [38]. The questionnaire was an interdisciplinary effort that included social
and natural scientists. Following common practice [39], the questionnaire was pre-tested with a
group of 55 participants and scrutinized by an interdisciplinary team at the Institute for Advanced
Sustainability Studies (IASS), including social and natural scientists, as well as behavioral psychologists,
to identify any ambiguous wording, unclear instructions, or irrelevance of item selection and scaling.
The questionnaire contained 40 questions in the following thematic areas: (i) perceptions and attitudes
regarding the Potsdam traffic measure; (ii) mobility behaviors; (iii) environmental beliefs and public
health attitudes; (iv) communication of air quality; and (v) socio-demographics (see Supplementary
Information for the complete, translated questionnaire; the original was in German). With the support
of the aforementioned Potsdam mobility campaign, it was advertised through several media including
websites, press releases, online news platforms, and digital traffic boards around the city. The link
was made available for access between June 1 and June 30 of 2017, receiving 4661 total submissions,
of which 3553 were fully-completed. As the questionnaire was anonymous and voluntary, the data
gathered represent a non-probability convenience sample. For a more in-depth discussion of the study
design, see Schmitz et al. [40].
2.3. Statistical Methods
2.3.1. Dependent and Independent Variables
The 40 questions in this questionnaire produced a total of 131 possible variables available for
analysis. For the analysis presented here, the dependent variables were produced from the questions of
“Do you support investments in traffic-reducing measures?” and “Do you support the traffic measure
on the Zeppelinstrasse?”. These will henceforth be referred to by their assigned variable codes of
support_nocars and support_measure, respectively. The initial list of independent variables tested by this
study included all remaining variables, with the exception of 21 variables and some variable categories
that were removed due to a lack of sufficient responses. If a variable category contained less than 1%
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When working with questionnaire data, a common and challenging problem is the occurrence of
missing responses. This survey was no different, as 5.6% of the cells in the observation by variable
matrix produced by this questionnaire contained no data. Rubin [41] identified three mechanisms
whereby data may be missing: MCAR (missing completely at random), MAR (missing at random), and
MNAR (missing not at random). Determining on a case-by-case basis by which mechanism a single
response may be missing is an arduous and lengthy process and is often not possible. To address this
issue, various methods for dealing with missing data have been proposed elsewhere and detailed at
length [42]. In this study, the regularized iterative multiple correspondence analysis algorithm was
used to replace any missing data with the expected values from available variable categories. This was
done using the imputeMCA() function from the ‘missMDA’ package in R [43]. Descriptions of the
algorithm can be found in [44].
2.3.3. Variable Selection Using Random Forests
In order to discern which variables from a possible selection of 110 produced by the questionnaire
were important for identifying predictors of support for investments in traffic-reducing measures
and for support of the Potsdam traffic measure, the random forest machine-learning technique, first
introduced by Breiman [45] was used. To this end, the ‘VSURF’ (Variable Selection Using Random
Forests) package in R provides a rigorous method for selecting a subset of variables most important for
prediction of the dependent variable [46]. These authors first described the methods used in the VSURF
package in [47], which follows a basic two-step procedure and uses the randomForest package to grow
the random forests [48]. The initial step conducts 50 runs of the desired regression or classification
formula, each containing 2000 trees and using the default mtry parameter (p/3 for classification, where
p is the number of variables being tested). This first step orders the variables in decreasing order of
their variable importance (VI) measure, which is a unique feature of random forests, successively
eliminating those of least importance. The second step is designed to create two further subsets of
variables, one for interpretation and one for prediction. The distinction between these two is that
the interpretation subset contains all variables highly related to the dependent variable, with the
possibility for redundancy among them, whereas the prediction subset removes this redundancy,
ultimately containing only those variables sufficient for good prediction of the response variable [46].
The interpretation subset is determined by averaging the results from 25 random forests grown with
the subset of variables from step 1, with the prediction subset being determined from growing 25
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further random forests using the interpretation subset. Further details on the calculations involved in
establishing these subsets in step 2 can be found in Genuer et al. [46] and [47].
The VSURF calculation was run three times with slightly different sets of independent variables.
The first run included all variables in the dataset, with support_measure as the dependent variable,
whereas the last two were run with 16 variables directly related to the Potsdam traffic measure removed,
with support_nocars and support_measure as dependent variables in one run each. The removed variables
included questions such as ‘What priority do you think the following goals have in the implementation
of the traffic measure?’ or ’In your opinion, what effect will the traffic measure have on the following
issues?’. As the question producing the dependent variable support_nocars is phrased in a general
sense, it was deemed important to also assess the output with a set of independent variables general in
nature, disentangled from the local Potsdam traffic measure. The same logic was applied to the second
dependent variable support_measure, but instead was used to assess differences in identified predictors
between the two sets of independent variables.
2.3.4. Regularized Elastic-Net Logistic Regression
Once the subsets of variables most important for interpretation were determined, those variables
were then used as predictors in regularized elastic-net logistic regression models. Elastic-net is a
form of penalized regression that combines the penalization parameters of ‘ridge’ regression and
‘lasso’ regression into one. Elastic-net regression seeks to reduce the variance of the final model by
shrinking the coefficients using the L1 and L2 penalization parameters, thus intentionally introducing
bias to improve the model fit [49]. The parameter of α determines the extent to which the ridge or
the lasso parameter takes precedence in the calculation of coefficients. Variables that are insignificant
to the model have their coefficients penalized to zero, effectively removing them from it. Due to this
intentional introduction of bias into the model, traditional significance tests are neither meaningful nor
accurate [50] and were therefore not calculated in this study. However, the models were trained and
tested on separate random stratified subsets of the overall dataset, to assess model predictive accuracy
and validity.
2.3.5. Model Selection and Optimization
When conducting exploratory analyses with regression and classification, a crucial step is the
model selection process. Stepwise methods, though still commonly used, have been criticized for
several key faults, including (but not limited to): (1) they will not necessarily produce the best model
if there are collinear predictors; (2) there is an inflated risk that the models will capitalize on chance
features of the data; and (3) it produces biased coefficients that are too large [51,52]. To avoid these
issues, an alternate approach was taken. First, the dataset was partitioned using stratified random
sampling into a test and a training set (20% and 80% of the data, respectively). Each set contained a
proportionate amount of responses from the relevant dependent variables being tested. The elastic-net
models were then trained with the training set using 10-fold cross-validation with the “glmnet” package
in R. The value of α was set to 1, corresponding to lasso regression, because its aggressive feature
selection tendencies was preferred to find the best predictive model with the least amount of significant
predictors. To optimize the penalization parameter λ, the “glmnet” package automatically tests a series
of values. The optimal value produces a model one standard error above the error of the best model
(in terms of misclassification rate). This “1 SE rule” is standard practice and exists to select the simplest
model with accuracy comparable to that of the best model [53,54]. Using this model, the log-odds
coefficients were calculated and the predictive accuracy was tested. To simplify the interpretation of
relationships between predictors and response variables, the model log-odds estimates were converted
to odds ratios and subsequently to probabilities. Log-odds coefficients were calculated directly by
the model in R. Odds ratios (OR) were calculated manually from the coefficients and the probabilities
were calculated subsequently using the OR. A probability of P(sup) > 0.5 indicates that selecting
that category is associated with a greater likelihood of supporting investments in traffic-reducing

it’) categories of support_nocars were each combined and the 178 responses (5% of all responses for
the question) from the ‘I am undecided’ category were removed in order to create a binary response
variable comparable to that of support_measure, which was also made binary by removing 125
responses of ‘I don’t know’.
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3.2. Interpretative and Predictive Variables
The VSURF function was run three times with two different dependent variables, support_nocars
and support_measure, the results of which can be found in Table 1. A fourth run with support_nocars
as dependent variable and all other variables as predictors was not included, because including the
16 variables specifically related to the Potsdam traffic measure was deemed irrelevant for predicting the
hypothetical support_nocars. For interpretation of support_nocars 37 variables were found to be important,
the top 4 of which were most important for prediction: measure_aq_limit_traffic, use_car, decision_env,
and future_public. For support_measure, eight variables were identified in the initial interpretation subset
from all available variables, five of which composed the prediction subset: effect_mobility, effect_lifequal,
effect_health, measure_aq_limit_traffic, and effect_smell. As the set of perceived effectiveness variables
specific to the Potsdam traffic measure were found to be dominant in predicting and interpreting
support_measure to the detriment of most other variables, they were removed and then the analysis was
run once more. With this smaller set of general variables not linked to perceptions of the Potsdam
traffic measure, 31 variables were identified in the interpretation subset, 7 of which composed the
prediction subset: measure_aq_limit_traffic, use_car, decision_env, use_bike, air_transportation, future_foot,
and use_carshare. Though the two sets with no Potsdam traffic measure variables are somewhat similar
in composition, support_measure has a greater share of mobility variables in its interpretation subset than
support_nocars, whose subset contains more sociodemographic and environmental perception variables.
Table 1. Lists of the variables found to be most important for interpretation of the dependent variables
support_nocars and support_measure, ordered by decreasing variable importance. The bolded and
italicized variables in each list are those found to be most important for prediction.
Support_Nocars

Support_Measure

No Potsdam Traffic Measure Variables
measure_aq_limit_traffic
use_car
decision_env
future_public
future_bike
health_air_poll
budget_env
air_transportation
cc_affected
use_public
use_bike
zep_freq_priv_bike
qualification
zep_freq_priv_car
access_bike
env_pollution
aq_concern
access_public
zep_freq_priv_public

cc_concern
measure_aq_car
zep_freq_work_car
income
zep_freq_work_public
zep_freq_work_bike
filter_km_studyarea
zep_freq_priv_foot
future_carpool
future_carshare
person_house
informed_wishes
measure_aq_indus_energy
resident_location
future_foot
use_foot
informed_aq
age

All Variables
effect_mobility
effect_lifequal
effect_health
effect_aq
support_nocars
measure_aq_limit_traffic
effect_cc
effect_smell

No Potsdam Traffic Measure Variables
measure_aq_limit_traffic
use_car
decision_env
use_bike
future_bike
access_bike
zep_freq_work_car
zep_freq_priv_bike
use_public
future_public
zep_freq_work_foot
future_carshare
filter_km_studyarea
air_transportation
zep_freq_priv_foot
env_deforest

zep_freq_work_bike
zep_freq_priv_public
future_foot
budget_env
access_public
health_air_poll
measure_aq_indus_energy
aq_concern
qualification
zep_freq_work_public
access_foot
use_carshare
zep_freq_work_foot
person_house
kids_house

3.3. Regularized Elastic-Net Logistic Regression
Using the three separate variable subsets from the three VSURF runs, three elastic-net logistic
models were built, the results of which can be seen in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4. In the support_nocars
regression model (Table 2), the categories of ‘yes’ from future_public and measure_aq_limit_traffic are
both associated with a high probability (P(sup) = 0.71 and P(sup) = 0.79, respectively) of supporting
investments in traffic-reducing measures. The lowest probabilities of support, or alternatively, highest
likelihoods of not supporting traffic-reducing measures, belong to the categories of ‘very low priority’
from budget_env (P(sup) = 0.28), ‘daily or almost daily’ from use_car (P(sup) = 0.37), and ‘6 = not at all
important’ from decision_env. Quite a few variable categories are associated with a somewhat higher
probability of supporting investments in these measures, including environmental and air quality
perception variables such as air_transportation (‘yes’), health_air_poll (‘yes’), and cc_concern (‘6 = very
concerned’), as well as transport variables such as future_bike (’yes’), future_carpool (‘yes’), and use_bike
(‘daily or almost daily’). The predictive accuracy of this model on the test subset of data was 76.9%.
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Table 2. Output from the regularized elastic-net regression model using the interpretation subset found
from the first VSURF run with support_nocars and no Potsdam traffic measure variables. The variable
categories are organized in descending order of the absolute value of the log-odds coefficients. Variable
categories either penalized to zero or with a log-odds coefficient less than the absolute value of ± 0.2
are not shown. The full Table S2 can be found in Supplementary Information.
Variable Category
X-Intercept
measure_aq_limit_traffic yes
budget_env very low priority
future_public yes
use_car daily or almost daily
air_transportation yes
decision_env 6 = not at all important
health_air_poll yes
cc_concern 6 = very concerned
measure_aq_car yes
budget_env very high priority
future_bike yes
future_carpool yes
future_public maybe
income 60 to 69,999 EUR
env_pollution yes
use_bike daily or almost daily
measure_aq_indus_energy yes

Log-Odds Coefficient

Odds Ratio

Probability P(sup)

−1.33
1.33
−0.94
0.90
−0.54
0.42
−0.37
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.28
0.28
0.26
0.25
0.23
0.22
−0.21

3.80
0.39
2.45
0.58
1.52
0.69
1.37
1.36
1.35
1.35
1.33
1.33
1.29
1.28
1.26
1.25
0.81

0.79
0.28
0.71
0.37
0.60
0.41
0.58
0.58
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.45

Table 3. Output from the regularized elastic-net logistic regression model using the interpretation
subset found from the second VSURF run with support_measure and all variables. Results calculated as
in Table 2. The full Table S3 can be found in Supplementary Information.
Variable Category
X-Intercept
effect_lifequal greatly improve
effect_lifequal improve
measure_aq_limit_traffic yes
support_nocars yes, I strongly support it
effect_mobility greatly worsen
effect_mobility greatly improve
effect_health improve
effect_mobility improve
effect_aq improve
effect_aq greatly improve

Log-Odds Coefficient

Odds Ratio

Probability P(sup)

−3.46
2.22
1.53
1.12
1.02
−0.84
0.74
0.63
0.61
0.53
0.45

9.17
4.63
3.07
2.78
0.43
2.09
1.87
1.84
1.70
1.56

0.90
0.82
0.75
0.74
0.30
0.68
0.65
0.65
0.63
0.61

Table 4. Output from the regularized elastic-net logistic regression model using the interpretation
subset found from the VSURF run with support_measure without Potsdam traffic measure variables.
Results calculated as in Table 2. The full Table S4 can be found in Supplementary Information.
Variable Category
X-Intercept
measure_aq_limit_traffic yes
use_car daily or almost daily
future_carshare yes
budget_env very high priority
use_bike daily or almost daily
future_bike yes
use_public on 1 to 3 days a week
decision_env 3
env_deforest yes
future_public yes
measure_aq_indus_energy yes
access_public good
zep_freq_work_bike daily or almost daily
qualification master’s degree

Log-Odds Coefficient

Odds Ratio

Probability P(sup)

−3.65
2.29
−0.85
0.63
0.58
0.48
0.45
0.42
−0.39
−0.38
0.37
−0.30
0.26
0.26
0.22

9.90
0.43
1.88
1.79
1.62
1.56
1.52
0.68
0.68
1.44
0.74
1.30
1.29
1.25

0.91
0.30
0.65
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.40
0.41
0.59
0.42
0.56
0.56
0.56

The regression model run including all variables with support_measure as the dependent variable
(Table 3) resulted in a substantially smaller list of variable categories that were not penalized to
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zero. Of these, the categories of ‘greatly improve’ and ‘improve’ from effect_lifequal (P(sup) = 0.90
and P(sup) = 0.82, respectively) as well as ‘yes’ from measure_aq_limit_traffic (P(sup) = 0.75) and ‘yes,
I strongly support it’ from support_nocars (P(sup) = 0.74) were found to be the strongest predictors of
support_measure. The only variable category found to be associated with a much lower probability of
supporting the Potsdam traffic measure was ‘greatly worsen’ from effect_mobility. All other categories
of ‘worsen’ or ‘greatly worsen’ from variables of perceived effectiveness were penalized to zero, leaving
only categories of ‘improve’ or ‘greatly improve’ as important predictors of support for the Potsdam
traffic measure. The predictive accuracy of this model on the test subset of data was 96.3%.
The regression model for support_measure without Zeppelinstrasse variables (Table 4) contains
results somewhat similar to that of the support_nocars model, though there are some noticeable
differences. The highest probabilities in this model belong to the categories of ‘yes’ from
measure_aq_limit_traffic and future_carshare (P(sup) = 0.91 and P(sup) = 0.65, respectively). The lowest
probability of support for the Potsdam traffic measure belongs to the category ‘daily or almost
daily’ from use_car (P(sup) = 0.30). Here too, many variable categories are associated with higher
probabilities of supporting the Potsdam traffic measure. Some notable categories include budget_env
(‘very high priority’), as well as the transport variables use_bike (‘daily or almost daily’), future_bike
(‘yes’), and use_public (‘1 to 3 days a week’), all with P(sup) > 0.6. Additionally, the environmental
perception variables decision_env (‘3’) and env_deforest (’Yes’) are associated with a lower probability of
support (P(sup) = 0.40 and P(sup) = 0.41, respectively). The predictive accuracy of this model on a test
subset of data was 93.1%.
4. Discussion
In this study, we empirically investigated the predicting factors for hypothetical versus actual
support for traffic-reducing measures. The results show that there appears to be a stark contrast
between respondents’ hypothetical support for investments in traffic-reducing measures versus support
for a specific implementation of such measures. Even at a surface level this distinction is clear, as can be
seen in Figure 2; there is moderate support for these investments, but more than 1000 respondents who
indicated as much also rejected the Potsdam traffic measure. A clear distinction does arise, though,
between predictors of support for investments in traffic-reducing measures compared with for the
Potsdam traffic measure. Variables measuring environmental beliefs and awareness of air quality were
more prevalent as predictors of the hypothetical case, whereas variables assessing mobility habits and
preferences, as well as expected outcomes of the measure, were more important for predicting the
concrete case. These results show that environmental beliefs are indeed important for determining a
person’s support for investing public money in these traffic measures, as outlined by VBN theory and
as found previously in the literature [34]. This support, as well as the role environmental beliefs play
in determining it, appears to remain hypothetical, diminishing significantly once the same people are
faced with a measure that has real impacts on their daily routines and perceived mobility freedom.
Thus, when deciding their support for the Potsdam traffic measure, respondents’ environmental
beliefs no longer hold the same weight. Instead, respondents’ rating of the measure’s effectiveness
and their willingness to change their mobility habits influence their attitudes towards the Potsdam
traffic measure.
A closer look at this general result reveals that awareness of the issue of air pollution as well as its
sources and solutions is particularly important to predicting support. Whether or not respondents
believe reducing traffic is an effective measure for improving air quality (measure_aq_limit_traffic) is
either the most significant predictor or one of the most significant in all three regression models.
This indicates that support for traffic-reducing measures is most strongly predicted by an individuals’
belief that such policies are inherently successful at improving air quality. This connection between
problem awareness and support plays an even stronger role in predicting hypothetical support,
as beliefs that (i) transportation is a major source of air pollutants (air_transportation); (ii) air pollution
is a significant environmental issue affecting health of the residents of Potsdam (health_air_poll); and
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iii) stricter controls on emissions from cars are effective in improving air quality (measure_aq_car), are
all important predictors of support_nocars (see Table 5). Responses of ‘yes’ to these four questions
lead to a higher probability that a respondent will support investments in traffic-reducing measures.
Conversely, the belief that stricter controls on industry and energy production are an effective way to
improve air quality (measure_aq_indus_energy) is associated with a lower probability of supporting
both investments in traffic-reducing measures and the Potsdam traffic measure. As there is minimal
industry in Potsdam which contributes only 15% to total NOx emissions, such stricter controls
would be ineffective in minimizing local air pollution of NO2 , especially since 70% of emissions
come from car traffic [57]. This misconception of the sources of air pollution may play a role in the
acceptability of traffic-reducing measures, but is not conclusive based on the data collected here. Since
problem awareness is connected to positive support for the Potsdam traffic measure and hypothetical
investments in such measures, a greater emphasis on increasing problem awareness could increase
acceptability of these transport policies.
Table 5. Summary of the determinants of support for investments in traffic-reducing measures
(‘hypothetical’), support for the Potsdam traffic measure (‘actual’), and for both variables
Hypothetical Support

Both
•

•
•
•
•

Perception that transportation is a major source of
air pollution.
Perception that air pollution is a local health
problem in Potsdam.
A high level of concern for climate change.
Perception that stricter control on vehicle emissions
is a viable measure for improving air quality.

•
•

Perception that
restricting traffic is a
viable measure for
improving air quality.
Frequency of use of car
and bike.
Perceived future use of
car sharing, bike, and
public transport.

Actual Support
•
•
•
•

Perception that stricter control on industry and energy
production is a viable measure for improving air quality.
Perceived effect of the Potsdam traffic measure on
personal life-quality.
Perceived effect of the Potsdam traffic measure on
personal mobility.
Perceived effect of the Potsdam traffic measure on air quality.

Another set of predictor variables important to both dependent variables, but particularly to
predicting support for the Potsdam traffic measure, are those measuring mobility habits and willingness
to change mobility modes. Daily use of the car is associated with a lower probability of supporting
traffic-reducing measures and the Potsdam traffic measure, whereas daily bicycle use and frequent
use of public transport are associated with higher probabilities of support. This is understandable as
daily car users were the most negatively affected by the Potsdam traffic measure, with the number
of lanes available for car traffic being cut in half on the street. The extra space was converted into
a lane dedicated for bicycles and partially for busses. As such, car owners likely perceive these
measures negatively due to the perceived constriction of their mobility freedom, whereas users of
alternative modes perceive an increase in their mobility freedom, fostering positive feelings towards
traffic-reducing measures. Furthermore, respondents that perceived themselves as using public
transport (future_public), the bicycle (future_bike), car sharing services (future_carshare), or carpooling
(future_carpool) more often in the future were more likely to support both the Potsdam traffic measure
and hypothetical investments in such measures. This is in line with previous research showing that
multimodal travelers are more inclined to support sustainable transport policies than single mode car
drivers [58].
The willingness to change is crucial in the context of traffic-reducing measures, as it indicates
that support is dependent on an individual’s inclination to switch to alternative modes of transport.
Therefore, coupling traffic-reducing measures with policies that ease the use of public transport,
the bicycle, and car sharing services would likely increase support for such measures. This conclusion
aligns with a 2016 German Environment Agency study that found substantial willingness to switch
from the car to alternative travel modes among a representative sample of Germans. Two-thirds of
regular car drivers would cycle more often and half would use public transport more. Such willingness,
however, is crucially dependent on the caveats of greater provision of alternative mobility options
and enhanced alternative mobility infrastructure, enabling people to complete their daily routines
without cars [37]. Considering that bans on diesel vehicles, among other traffic-restricting measures,
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are currently being enacted in cities across Germany to improve air quality, low support for those
measures may be improved by easing and incentivizing a switch to alternative modes of transport.
Particularly important to predicting support for the Potsdam traffic measure are variables
measuring expected effects of the measure on people’s lives. Respondents that believe this measure
will ‘improve’ or ‘greatly improve’ their quality of life have a very high probability of supporting it.
This trend, though lessened in strength, is the same for perceived effects of the measure on personal
mobility, health of Potsdam residents, and local air quality. It is clear that when determining their
support for this measure, respondents focus on the consequences it will have on their personal lives,
often referred to as ‘personal outcome expectation’, as well as those of other local residents, known as
‘perceived effectiveness’ of the measure in terms of general positive effects. This relationship is further
strengthened by the fact that, from a dataset of all possible independent variables, these effect_[xxx]
variables dominate in prediction at the expense of all others. Only once these were removed from
the dataset and the analysis was run again could the aforementioned connections between mobility
habits and preferences and support for the Potsdam traffic measure be discerned. This result supports
previous findings in the literature of a connection between expected effects of traffic policies and
their acceptability.
Limitations of the Study
While the results of this study serve as interesting benchmarks for further research to advance upon,
there are some key limitations. First, this study used a convenience sample that is not representative
of the city of Potsdam. While the demographics of the respondents to this survey are quite similar
to those of the city of Potsdam, the generalizability of the results remains limited. Furthermore,
it may be the case that a majority of respondents took part in the survey to voice their discontent
with the Potsdam traffic measure. This is seen as a limitation because the similar motivation of
participants (dissatisfaction with the traffic measure) to participate in the survey may mean that
respondents had similar responses to certain questions in the questionnaire, potentially skewing the
proportions of responses for the Likert-type questions. Second, the research was not developed using a
specific behavioral or psychological theory. Instead, this study is exploratory by design and sought to
broadly assess predictors of support, from which the aforementioned results were ascertained. Last,
significance tests for the lasso regression model were not conducted, as they are inappropriate for
penalized regression methods which intentionally introduce bias into the model. This does not impact
the model’s accuracy, it rather improves it. However, this is an atypical method for this type of research
and is therefore not comparable to similar research using alternative statistical methods.
5. Conclusions
Though traffic-reducing measures are crucial for improving air quality in polluted German cities,
they are, more often than not, deemed unacceptable by the public. We find in this study that although
there is relatively high support for hypothetically diverting public funds towards such measures,
it dissipates substantially when the same individuals experience an actual measure that impacts them
directly. Furthermore, whereas environmental beliefs are indeed important to predicting hypothetical
support for investments in such measures, they are set aside when predicting support for concrete
traffic-reducing measures with locally specific designs. Instead, mobility habits and preferences,
perceived outcome expectations, and perceived effectiveness appear to be the main determinants
of an individual’s support. Another key finding is that while willingness to shift from passenger
vehicles to alternative modes of transport is a moderate determinant of hypothetical support for
investments in traffic-measures, it is central to support for actual traffic measures. The most important
predictor of support, however, is an individual’s problem awareness, in this case regarding air pollution.
Knowledge of its local sources and viable solutions are directly connected to support for traffic policies
that reduce car traffic in an effort to improve air quality. As such, emphasizing the major role fossil-fuel
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cars play in producing poor local air quality is vital to ensuring both greater understanding of air
pollution and support for restrictive measures.
While individual measures such as the Potsdam traffic measure may achieve short-term goals
of improving air quality, they struggle to address underlying mobility patterns among citizens and
commuters. Considering the lingering issue of air pollution in German cities, local administrations
should ensure their plans for improving air quality focus on a holistic approach to mobility infrastructure,
so as to ease the mobility transition for their citizens, as opposed to implementing targeted measures
to improve air quality mainly at hot spots. Such an approach represents a significant shift away from
traditional transport planning, one that steers towards development of integrated, sustainable urban
mobility plans. Previous research has shown that characteristics of such plans include (1) a long-term
vision (20–30 years); (2) a high level of citizen and stakeholder involvement; (3) the integration of
different policy sectors, both geographically across the greater urban region and institutionally across
hierarchies of government; and (4) a shift in thematic focus towards greater emphasis of alternative
forms of transport such as walking, cycling, and public transit [59]. This study shows that the
implementation of targeted transport policies in the absence of an over-arching plan can be received
with substantial opposition, even from an audience that predominantly shares the environmental
goals of such measures. As such, a more holistic and sustainable approach to transport planning
is recommended.
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